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The .Anoient, Medieval and Modern ' Tradition in the 
Teaching of Latin. 
This subject is to be treated with a disouseion of 
the anoient methods of education with the changes result-
ing in the gradual development of methods of teaching 
Latin up to the present time, concluding with a critical 
aurYey based on statistics of modern technique in the 
teaching of Latin. 
The Greek schools were day schools from which the 
children returned after lees one to the oare of the~r 
J. parents. In but few households were either fatn.r or 
mother able or inclined to undertake the training of their 
children in school work. ~ven the knowledge of letters 
and,reading were obtained from the schoolmaster. But the 
small number of subjects taught prevented any euoh hurry 
a.s that of modern times when a lot of subjects are crammed 
into helpless children. Above all, there were no 
oompetitiTe examinations eave in athletics or mueio. The 
§reeks never thought of promoting a man for hie dead 
knowledge, but for hie living grasp of science and life. 
b They began sohool at seven years of age. In Greek education, 
Jt physical development was attended to by a special master 
in a special place.l 
Cl L'jc. I /. Afe; b. I 
b "Phsi~:~ ~ r · 7'f '{ 
a 
In order to go safely from home and return again, 
Greek children going to the palaestra were in the charge 
y 
of a pedagogue, who was merely an old and trusty slave. 
§ was usually ignorant and seldom reepecte-<Q 
Every Greek town had at least one school known ~s a 
didasoalion. As every child was taught to read and 
recite from the great poets, a double object was attained. 
The schoolboy was taught to apeak accurately and to read 
rhythmically, he was also made acquainted with the choicest 
passages in older literature. Written books not being aa 
.r 
common as they are now, much more was done by dictation and 
conversation. Th~nowledge and study of grammar came in 
with the Stoics and was the talk of grown men rather then 
of boys. l 
The last stage of a boy's education was the so~oalled 
ephebic training, which was intended to prepare boys 
a. 
directly for the service of the state as soldiers. No boy 
was allowed to pass from his school days into the life of 
the citizen without some training in the use of arms beyond 
l the palaestra and in military discipline. 
In higher education it is impossible to ignore the 
teaching of the sophists who set up as itinerant teachers 
to train the richer and idle young men how to think and 
l 
a. 
speak on the subjects of the day. 
Thus while the method of teaching was tnat of 
3 
imitation, it was imitation of a living or personal 
example rather than of some precept embalmed in sacred 
books. 
:r., G,.eeee 
.a;ven in the prehistoric period there can be seen 
the germ of the ideal to free the individual from com-
plete subserviency to the social whole~ Moreover, while 
the welfare of the group is obviously the prime object 
of each member of society, everyone has a voioe in 
deciding what action ie most for the common good 
• 
When Greek history actually becomes authoritative, 
we find the tribes amalgamated into the city-state; the 
central virtue and aim in life have become more explicitly 
service to the state. While even at first the duties of 
the individual were not definitely laid down, and he was 
allowed some personal development, everyone was expected 
to expend almost his entire energy, and surrender his life, 
if necessary, in promoting the welfare of the state. This 
ideal is apparent in the two leading systems of education -
Spartan and Athenian, 1 especially in the Spartan • 
• b 
In early times, the Romans were animated almost 
entirely by an intense patriotism, reverence for law, and 
4 
love for military life and felt that each citizen was 
bound to merge his identity in that of the state. In 
the surrender of individuality they were, to be sure, 
not unlike the Spartans, although they believed t .ha.t 
this subordination should be brought about voluntarily 
rather than by compulsion of law and state organization. 
They looked not for harmony, proportion, or grace, but 
for stern utility. Their education was acoordingly, 
practical, prosaic and utilitarian. 
The chief means for obtaining this education waa 
~ 
the home, which was the most_ important of old Roman 
institutions. In striking contrast to the Spartans, the 
family was regarded by the Romans as almost eaored, and 
the power of the father often extended beyond the maturity 
of the son or the marriage of the daughter. In early days, 
the boys and girls alike were given a physical and moral 
training by the mother. As the boy grew older, he want 
more in the company of hie father and learned efficiency 
a.. 
in life informally thru his example and tha1i,of older men. 
We are further told that the sons of senators were allowed 
to go w1 th their fathers to the senate-house\to listen to 
the discussions there, and eo to become famili&.J w1 th the 
policy of the State. 1 
I G-rc~.lfe~ - u.~-torx o1 t.J.uctJ.t:i~ n &f!o.,..e -t~e ~~~dJie ArlS 
a.<D ia/. de. ~.r.vc.~'l". E/e/' :f.!L 
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Reading, writing and such simple calculations as were 
needed for business purposes , were taught by the father when 
the mother had ceased to take charge of the sons.l 
"' . 
' Meanwhile, the girls were learning at their mother 1 e 
sides lessons of conduct and the domestic arts. Whatever 
teaching in the way of reading and writing was given to 
the boys was doubtless shared equally by the girls. 
This education, mainly moral and practical, with a 
very narrow range of intellectual interest, and but little 
attempt to secure mental culture, was carried on in the 
oaee of the boys until they chan~d the dress of boyhood-
usually at sixteen or seventeen years - for the ~ virilis 
which was the outward sign that they were regarded as fit 
to take upon themselves the duties of citizenship. 
It is very difficult to say whether there were any 
public schools at Rome at this time. We do find schools 
referred to in more than one of the old legends. For 
il 
example, Livy tell~ us how Virginia was seized a~he came 
from the Forum, "for there were schools in the booths 
there•, and Dionysius, in telling the same story, gives 
I 
it the same setting. Despite these references it is hard 
to believe in the existence of schools for there was no 
need of them at this early date. When we read of their 
1 G,..a..,e..$ - II u;toTy. ,,-p ~c&it~n :Before 'fu )JJ,"ddle ~-- s' , 
a.-Livy iii.'f 'f 
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institution it was because fresh subjects had been brought 
in to eduoati on for which there was no room in the old horne 
training. Ae long as no national literature existed, 
there could be no demands for schools in which it might 
be taught. 1 
Thus, education in early Rome was practical, and 
to a great extent1 occupational. It was calculated to 
produce efficiency as fathers, citizens and soldiers. 
The virtues for which they struggled, a~d which constituted 
the abstract material of their training, were pietas, 
whioh included the observance of filial duty and patriotism 
as well as worship of the gods; constantia, or stability 
of character; gravitas, signifying seriousness and dignity, 
and the practical business virtue of prudentia.2 
•Long is the road through precepts; short and effective 
through examples", is Seneca'~ epigrammatic way of approving 
the Roman method. 
Thus, in both Greek and Roman ~ducation, the moral 
improvement of the pupil was the main objective. However, 
in Greece the aim was pursued by methode as yet unknown to 
Rome. 
The absorption by Rome of the Greek learning and 
culture was largely aided by the fact that Rome had no 
1 \J t lkr~s - ""Ro"JtfCI.">'~ 'EdiJc.a.t t~ 
· ~ (;.,...;tues - /-1 1.s'to.,.j .,-/! E.dtJc.it"t/n r 1Je'Pdre tie !!) ,JJ/e Aye$ 
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distinct educational institutions of her own, except 
possibly the rude elementary school called the ludus, 
and she was therefore the more easily influenced by 
those of the Greeke.l 
1 . If the ludus, as the elementary school was called 
did exist as far back as the first century of the Republic, 
it must have been intended simply to supplement the more 
informal training of the home. From the name given it, 
the earl~Romans would seem to have considered it something 
of a diversion and not a necessary part of the regular 
education. 
The teacher was a lud1 magister who opened the school 
in a private house and for a small tui~ion gave instruction 
to both boys and girls of the families who were inclined to 
place their children under his care. Gi_ese teachers were . 
not always properly qualified for their posi tiona and too 
often were engaged in teaching as a last resort to secure. 
means for a li velihoo~ 2 
Whenever they did originate, these schools probab~y 
taught at first only reading and writing, as in~he home, 
through the medium of historical anecdotes, ballads, 
religious songs, and the Twelve Tables, and perhaps some 
I Graves- /-1 1s'tor!J of EJuca.-bo'Jf ".13ef-D-r-e -l~e "11/,"d.d/e Ares 
.:(. C.loTke- 'H. e fJ.uca.'t,"o-, o-f! fJhdd-re., a.'i 7fo -,e 
·,· · 
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rudimentary calculation. Hence they were sometimes known 
as the school of th1litterator (teacher of letters). But 
as the Greek influence crept in more and more, the literary 
content was somewhat extended. About 240 B.C., Liviue 
Andronicue translated the Odyssey into Latinj and a number 
of epics, dramas, and epigrams were composed after Greek 
models by Naevius, Ennius, Plautus and Terence. The effect 
q 
of this stimulation of Latin literature is seen in the 
gradual introduction of parte of these works into the 
curricula of the ludi, and the eventual displacement of 
.. 
the Twelve Table.~ · .about the beginning of the first century 
by the Latinized·· odyeeey of Andronicue. l 
In this elementary education the _Roman boys were 
sometimes taught first the names and alphabetic order of 
their letters without learning anything in regard to 
their shape. Quintilian 2 ori ticizes this method on the 
basis that it makes the children slow in recognizing their 
letters. So other teachers he says, reverse and rearrange 
'the order eo they will know the letters for appearance 
and not the order in which they appear. After learning 
their letters the pupils seem to ~ave committed all the 
possible combinati one of e yllablee, and were then taught 
1 Groa.ves- H,~i:orJ. of. £Ju t-t!L.t ;,71 73e{{.-re -1:/,e '"W/' Jr!i£ Are.§_ 
:J. Q.,;...,-t;l ia-n 73oof I, 11 -,.s 
-- c,ce?-o cl• ~- i/. 7Y.3 
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reading and writing by means of exercises ·dictated by 
8. 
the master. The instruction was mostly oral because 
books were scarce and expensive until toward the close 
of the second century B.C. The teacher read aloud to 
the pupils, as well as the pupils to the teacher, and 
together they discussed the content of the poem and 
analyzed its form and meter. 1 
Great stress was laid upon the importance of a 
clear and correct pronunci.a.ti on - an older pupil had to 
pronounce each word as well as the master, and the . younger 
ones had to imitate him. In any case, the old precept, 
1 Multum legendum esse, non multa•, was observed. 
There was a great deal of emphasis placed on training 
the memory of the child, by having him memorize those 
,. . passages whi oh contained pre oepts and examples of moral 
£ 
conduct, for they felt that the child1 e character was 
j 
permanently influenced by these early impressions. 
The child was also learning to write, although in 
these schools, be only learned the first principles of 
e 
writing, which were taught by guiding the hands of the 
!0 
pupil over letters already traced on a wax tablet. 
As a reenforoemen t of interest under these ci.rcum~tancea, 
.):,. ::.eve-ra./ t>Ja.ce s 
it is not surprising that discipline was severe. T~ougho~ '~ 
l Gra. ve-..5>- fi ,~;to..-y_. d EJIJea.-6D>f l3e'f!o Y"t! 
~ "PI ;.,J .,. Ef. :YJr 'I 
.3 't/, 1/(j,.~- 7fo71! « YI Eduea.-l:t ~ ?f 
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Latin literature, schoolmasters have such suggestive 
adjectives connected with their names ae •saevue•, 
,, 
"iracundue", •a.cerbui", and "plagosua". 
J!;lementa.ry teaching could hardly be recognized 
ae a profeseion,and the social standing of the 
teacher was low. No license or qualifications were 
required t9 teach in the elementary schools and t he 
remuneration was very small. The work was undertaken 
I 
largely by slaves or freedmen. 
There was among some an aversion to sending 
children to these pub·lic schools ~the ground that 
t hey were dangerous to the morals~ and that one 
teacher could not g:1 ve the proper time to each 
etuden t. Quintilian answers this question, "Schools · 
may corrupt the',norale, but morale may be corrupted 
at home as well. The nature of the individual boy 
and the care devoted to his education make all the 
difference". As regards the statement ttat one 
master can give more attention to one pupil, 
Quintilian says, "The mind is as easily tired as the 
eye if given no relaxation. Moreover, the larger 
portion of the learner's time ought to be devoted to 
1G.,.aves . Ji,.~;f0-,.~'L o-f EJ IJr, ;,-l:u,-, ::Be'Jl.,y-e -the 1r[,JJ/e Ayes 
:J..- QUl'tf'tdlii 'J'I Book r , J(J '1· 
ll 
pri va.te study. A small time only is required to give 
purpose and direction to the day'~ work, and eo 
individual instruction can be given to more than one 
pupil. ~here are a number of subjects in which it ie 
advisable that instruction be given to all the pupils 
eimul taneously. Thus, in considering the case of the 
teacher of literature, everyone who hears him profits by 
hie teaching • • • • • • • • A child should become 
accustomed to move in society without fear, and to a 
life far removed from that of a recluse. Further, at 
home he can learn only what is taught to himself, while 
a.t school he will learn that is taught others as well. 
He will derive equal profit from hearing either the 
indolence of a comrade rebuked or his industry commended.• 
·It is probably that for the great bulk of the 
population, education ceased when the elementary school 
was left. Graves tells us what there was nothing 
corresponding to our technical or commercial education. 
k -to sh oo.v --1:/.o."{- -th ,s 
Martial Book V, Epigram 56 ~ ~ 
sta.l:em e-n't '"heed s ~o6. 1 ,f,co. ,o, . 
•Cui tradas Lupe filium magistro 
Quaeris sollicitus diu rogasque. 
Omnes grammaticosque rhetorasque 
Devites moneo; nihil sit illi 
cum libris Ciceronis aut Maronis; 
famae "Tutilium suae relinquat 
Si versus facit, abdioes poetam 
Artes discere vult pecuniosas 
Fat disoat citharoedus aut choraulea 
Si duri puer ingeni videtur, 
Praeconem facias vel architectum.ft 
The regular course, however, was to proceed from the 
elementary teaching of the litterator to the higher 
1:2. 
instruction of the gTammaticus. The secondary 
education was more literary than that of the ludi; 
12 
probably the grammar schools were differentiated gradually 
from the elementary. · Grammatici who taught their pupils 
to speak and write Greek, began to appear. At first, 
the language was used merely for practical purposes and 
no idea of the literature was given, but it was soon 
extended eo as to include a study of the greatest works, 
eepeciall'f Home.r, as in Greece i teelf. During the 
second century, Crates of Mallos gave instruction and 
soon some twenty other grammatic! started schools at 
Rome. They embodied great improvements in method and 
insisted upon wide learning as necessary for the under-
/!3 
standing of the poets. Here it may be noticed that 
there was no prescribed curriculum, no impending examina-
tion, no State interference, and yet there seems to have 
been in practice a remarkable uniformity in ideals and 
13 
methode. This was due mainly to the fact that the 
teachers, if not Greek themselves, had been trained by 
Greeks and they fQllowed along the lines which had been 
approved in the Greek schools. There was one exception, 
and that, that in Greek schools no literature had ever 
been studied except what was written in their own 
·language. The history of the Greek intellect shows not 
a few limitations which may be directly traced to this. 
Bu.t when a Roman boy passed on to the study of literature 
it was ~question whether he should first take up 
J., 
literature in Latin or in Greek. Quintilian favors Greek, 
for Greek methods are the source of Latin and should 
therefore be studied first. He also maintains that a 
boy will pick Latin up more easily, since it ie the 
language of the majority. Latin, however, should 
shortly follow and be studied alongside of the Greek. 
By the beginning of the first century, Latin grammar 
schools began to arise, as the Latin language had become 
well fixed and Rome possessed considerable literature of 
her own. 
Students entered the grammar schools at about twelve 
years of age, and generally stayed four years. About the 
only requirement for entrance in the school of the · 
I c; .,..._ 11e:~- H1$in·y of Eclt~ed."ti•'Yl ~ -l::he "!!l•Jtl/e ~ 
~ ~.,,,.-1:, / ,._ ..,.. - :B oo k I, I. 
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grammati~ was the ability to read and write without 
I 
diffi oul ty. 
The effort of these schools was to secure a 
mastery of the language and correctness of expression 
through familiarity with the beet Greek and Latin 
authors. The curriculum consisted of training in 
grammar and literature. Grammar, which with -the practical 
Romans, composed the larger part of the course, mus~ave 
included all the philology that was known at the time, 
phonetiQ ohanges,deviatione, as· well as di-ill on the 
parte ·of epeeoh, inflections, syntax, prosody, practice 
J. 
in oomposi tion. Quintilian di vi dee "Grammar" i nto two 
parts;•recte loquendi scientia", "poetarum enarratio". 
Literary training was obtained by writing para-
phrases of the authors both through abbreviation and 
expansion of the ori ginal, by literary cri tioiem, by 
commenting on the authors, and by exercise in diction 
and verse writing. The commentaries included not only 
interpretation of meaning,but explanation of the allusions 
.t 
to mythology, religion, history and geography. 
The first lessons of formal grammar began with 
1 Cla..,.ke - f hl! Educa.'t;c"Yt of CJu/J're"Jt cr."t "f?tnl(e. 
~ G-r-o.ue.s- J./,sto-ry ~ f EJueoTID"Yt ~ t~e I!] ,JrJ/e ~ 
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G. 
learning the different parte of speech. Next, attention 
was given to learning the declension of the nouns and 
the conjugation of the verbs, since a ready knowledge 
of these was necessary to enable the student to read 
I 
and interpret literature. 
Orthography began with the study of the alphabet, 
which was divided into consonants and vowels, and the 
cons onants into semi-vowels and mutes. The Greek and 
Latin alphabets were compared, the proper pronunciation 
of vowels was discussed, and the characteristic change 
of vowels when joined with prepositions, along with\he 
change which took place in a change of tense, was noted. 
Then came~he study of syllables, according to quantity 
I 
and sound. 
Reading held the most prominent place in the 
curriculum. Homer was generally read for the inspiration 
ty 
of hie theme and the loftiness of his style • . Hesiod, 
with his prudential ethics and practical eense, naturally 
appealed to the Romans. Vergil soon too~the place of the 
Homeric poems. During the Empire, there was reaction 
against the old poets, and Horace, Lucan, and Statiue 
were given prominent places in the curriculum of the 
1 LiJu-r1e - "1>-re . C.k '~"" ' si~ a."''' fdl)c.a."tl ~'lt 
a. Q.,,.,;t ,t,._-n X v 
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grammar schools. 
oral reading. 
A gr,at deal of time was given to 
Children were instructed to observe 
punctuation marks, to avoid "singing" the poetry, to 
read ahead and grasp the meaning of the verse, that 
they might read with proper emphasis and with a fitting 
inflection: of the voioe. They were taught to avoid 
affectations and mannerisms. Each selection was 
explained and analyzed as to grammar, meter, diction, 
arrangement, treatment and allusions. The Romans 
delighted in analyses and technical investigations, but 
I 
were inclined to become too much engrossed in details. 
Translation was used by the Romans as a means of 
literary training. It was not much in use in ordinary 
schools, however. It was practiced by thoee who had 
attained some profic~ency in rhetoric as the best means 
of improving their style. Gradually translation became 
a regular part of the cour~e. Here may I mention 
Professor Henry Sidgwick's note in hie •Miscellaneous 
~ssaye•, -"Teaching the Art of Rhetoric by means of 
translation only, is like teaohing a man to climb trees 
in order that he may be an elegant dancer". 
The attitude of the pupils in lear~ing the literary 
subjects was ~~te paseiTe. The passages were read first 
17 
by the teacher and then by the pupils. The teacher 
probably marked the ictus in every foot by snapping 
15 lS"'fle&"t:. Gr&"l!$.. 
hie fingere _or by stamping his foot> After the 
reading, an interpretation was given which the pupils 
were obliged to take down verbatim in their notebooks. 
Explanations, often trivial and pedantic, of all 
inciden te and allusions were made by the teacher, and 
the text and style were critically examined. As a rule, 
the grammaticus in explaining authors delivered eloquent 
prelectio.ns, and hie hearers took down in their notebooks 
as much as possible of his explanations and criticisms. 
The notes of lectures seem to have much resembled those 
of students nowadays, sometimes remarkably full and 
accurate, more often containing confused and erroneous 
..1.-
statements. Seneca's Controversiae are entirely lecture 
notes and splendid examples of the lectures of that time. 
A systematic study in writing composition was begun 
in these schools. Much emphasis was placed on the necessity 
of using ~ood language. The children were taught to confine 
, themsel vee to simple and current expressions·. One tendency 
had to be guarded against, and that was the use of foreign 
words, especially Greek. Students were urged rather to use 
Latin words wherever possible, and thus develop a familiarity 
1 Gr.J.IIes - J-1 •sto.,..-1- o{ E.do ca..iio-rt J3ef,.,.e 1:_~ )yJ ,(Jc/fe ~ 
.:t t./,1/< i">tf.- Roma.'l! £J"c.&"t,o.., · Q111"Jttl/lii."YJ ii . t/)7· 
- --- · 
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with their own language. As Quintilian tells us, •r will 
define usage as the agreed practice of educated men, just 
as where our stan~rd of morals is concerned, I shall 
I 
define it as the agreed practice of all good men•. 
F.or t .hJfirst lessons in oomposi tion, the studen ta 
"" were given "Aesop 1 e~ Fables" to paraphrase. They gave the 
stories in a simple, natural way, orally at first, and 
then wrote t~m in the same style. As the boys improved 
in originality of though and in interpretation, they 
were allowed more freedom in expressing their ideaa and 
were parmi tted to write more elaborately. As a basis for 
their themes, they used moral sayings chosen from their 
reading. They depended on their teachers to give them 
the general outline for their compositions arid the methode 
j 
for develOping them. 
There were subjects which must be studied simultaneouely 
with literature, for completeness could never be attained 
if minor details be lacking. Music was taught merely 
that the students might gain knowledge of the principles of 
rhythm and melody that they might make practical use of 
these principles: first, in understanding the meter of 
poetry, and secondly, in knowing how to read poetry w1 tb 
1 Qurnt.l fil""ll - ;r:, f.o J .3 · · 
3 Lau-r.,e- f>re-Ch ,siia.-, Educ.ai /o ..,._ 
.t ~ llt -,'f:t f l iil-"11 j · fll :J._. 
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the proper inflection and how to control their gestures 
when speaking. They also studied geometry, which Quintilian 
approved, for, because of its logical nature, he thought 
that it sharpened the wits, trained the mind to close 
thinking, and promoted habi te of orderly arrangement and 
logical deduction. 
Quintilian approved the existing curricula of the 
grammar schools, and bases his approval on these grounds, 
first - •the great capacity of the human mind. Naturally, 
the mind is swift, nimble, versatile and cannot be 
restricted to the doi ng of one thing, but insists on 
devoting its attention to several different things at one 
time. Also, the mind is refreshed and restored by variety. 
A variety of subjects incites attention and interest,and 
thus by a change of subjects, the mind is better nourished. 
Lastly, there would never be a period in the lives of the 
students when they could have more time to devote to the 
study of these various subjects. When they grew older 
and were in the higher schools they would be busy with 
more original and individual work, and would have lese 
time for these subjects which could be taken in the 
I 
grammar schools•. 
About the time of the Roman conquest of Greece, a 
20 
hig~er education through the foundation of schools of 
rhetatic or oratory began to grow up. This completed 
the Hellenization of the Roman training. La. tin 
rhetorical schools, such as those of Plotius and Blandus, 
appeared during the first century B.C. as a sort of 
continuation of the declamation in the grammar schools, 
but were shallow as compared with those of thJGreeks. 
In spite of this and the disapproval of the censors, 
the movement survived, although rhetorical schools were 
not at all common until the time of the ~mpire. Only 
those young men who expected to devote their lives to a 
public career attended these schools, and the length .of 
their training depended on the ability and interest of 
I 
the student, and upon the Rhetor under whom he studied. 
Very often the instruction of the grammar school 
:L 
and of the rhetorical school overlapped. This happened 
because some grammatioi were not content to confine 
themselves wholly to the teaching of litejature, but wished 
to include a superficial training in oratory to display 
the talent of their pupils. Also, some rhetoricians 
thought they had to give merely finishing touches, and they 
neglected to include in their schools the preliminary 
training whioh belonged to them. Quintilian suggests 
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that each teacher keep in his own province and that the 
students in the lower schools take work under the 
rhetorician as soon as they are qualified,but continue 
at the same time in the grammar school until they had 
I 
completed the requirements there. This would merely 
divide among the two masters the work which had been 
indiscriminately combined under one, and so increase 
the efficiency of both teachers. 
More emphasis was placed on the moral character 
and intellectual ability of the teachers of rhetoric 
than upon that of any of the other teachers, especially 
because of the age of the young men whom they had under 
their care. The first requisite was that the rhetor-
should be a _man of good character, with a good reputation, 
one who would be interested in the moral training of his 
,2, 
pupils and would be a worthy example for them to imitate. 
In the schools of the rhetoricians the students 
continued the work they had begun in the grammar schools. 
The study of literature was still emphasized but as a 
means to an end; the objective of these schools was 
proficiency in the art of oratory or of rhetoric which 
was the term the Romans used for oratory. 
The aim of the rhetorical school was to furnish the 
l q~ , ..,t,l : a.-.t :If_, 11 /"Y . 
.J C. l:a..,.ke- the £d&~ca:tio'>t of Q.lulcfr·e...., it."t "Ro-m~ 
state with a perfect orator. According to Cato, the 
Censor, the orator is •the good man skilled in speaking•. 
The •bonus vir• was he who proved himself a good statesman, 
not by private discussions but by taking an active part 
in public life. 
The method employed in the technical training in 
rhetoric begins with exercises in declamation on ethical 
and political sub-jects. The themes were intended to 
bring out the fine distinctions, and much ingenuity was 
shown in inventing instances where legal or moral 
principles would conflict. 
The instruction included theoretical and practical 
training. They carefully analyzed and memorized models 
of poetr1and prose e.xpression,and the modes of conveying, 
illustrating and enforcing idea.a, passing thus in to a. 
study of formal rhetoric. The practical work consietad 
in declamations, in a graduated series o~composition,, 
and in a course of lessons in extemporaneous speech graded 
to the growing powers. Their training also included 
regular visits to the forum and temples where they heard 
the daily speeches of judges and orators, and thus kept 
., 
in touch with current topics. 
I Cl.l..-ke- tl.e Ed.,c.~-i io">'~ of C~ ild re">t iJ.-1.: l?o'lfle 
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In the school of the Rhetor, literature was studied 
in much the same manner as in the grammar schools. The 
students read with a critical attitude; they noted the 
merits and faults of the writers, discussed the outlines 
of the ovations, and cOmmented on the appropriateness 
a. 
of the style, and the fitness of metaphors and allusions. 
The aims to be achieved were a knowledge of the beet 
literature, the establishment of a pernianent habit of 
reading, and the ability to decide for themselves what 
I 
was the best literature and why. 
Since these schools of rhetoric furnished a knowledge 
of the technique of oratory besides a linguistic, literary 
and scientific education of broad scope, the curriculum 
covered all tl:le subjeots later included in the Seven 
Liberal Arts. These studies, of course, were all given a 
practical value. 
Writing was also continued in the rhetorical schools, 
but the students were allowed more freedom in expressing 
their opinions. Their first themes were chosen from 
history, and there was a gradual progression from these 
tnemes to those re.quiring a more technical knowledge and 
a more mature judgment, -such· as questions of law and 
I 
questions involving moral principles. When it came to 
1 Cl;,. ... ke - 'H e [ d<Jc.d.'t ;o., of f!_~ i /JTe"ll a.t lio me 
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I 
choosing themes for declamation, Quintilian recommended 
that the subjects be as true to life as possible, and 
thus makefhe ~raining . preparatory for the ·actual work 
of the courts. 
After the work had been completed in the rhetorical 
schools it was customary for those who wished to continue 
their education to enter the Greek Universities. These 
Universities develOped from the Greek rhetorical and 
philosophical schools and represented the highest learning 
and culture ~f th~ time. It cannot be too constantly 
Kept in mind that for thoughtful men in Greece and Rome 
philosophy was no idle amusement, but a serious effort to 
discover that guidance for the conduct of life which the 
national religion could offer only to a very .emall extent. 
The Universities of Athens and of Rhodes were the most 
popular. Later in the Empire, the University of Rome 
developed, modeled after the Greek, which offered advanced 
courses in professional lines. Here, as in the other 
schools, the instruction was becoming formal and artificial, 
.2. 
and this tendency resulted in a decline of education. 
The educational institutions of the Middle Ages were 
I Qu·,,.·t,/,a,..., :Bo6 kJZ; /0 . 
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the direct offspring of these educational institutions of 
Greece and Rome, and the direct parents of those of : ~ngland, 
Germany, and America. The difference lies not in the 
institutions, the subject, nor in the method of education, 
but in its object. Till the middle of the fifth century 
the object of education was to fit a man to be a good 
citizen and a successful man of the world. From the middle 
of the fifteenth century, the same object began to be put 
forwa~d. In the thousand years between, religion was 
substituted for patriotism; the object of education was no 
I 
longer to prepare a man for this world, but for the next. 
Although the episcopal schools persisted to some 
extent, Christian education tended to find ita chief 
expression in the Monastic schools. 
Monasticism resulted in a time of moral decay from 
the desire of some within the Church for a deeper religious 
life. Since worldliness and vice prevailed, many Christiana 
felt that the only hope for salvation rested in fleeing from 
the world and its temptations and taking refuge in an 
a. 
isolated. life of holy devotion. Thus, these first Christian 
hermits were literally "monks";. Before long, these monks 
began to live together, and thus monasteries were founded. 
W~ila each monastery zemained independent, praotioally 
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all adopted the Benedictine rule which required at least 
seven hours of manual labor and two hours of reading. The 
labor resulted in great material 'improvement, and the 
reading, in the preserva ti.:m of learning. For the reading, 
manuscripts had to be collected and reproduced, and the 
library became a feature of each monastery. This resulted 
in the extensive copying of manuscripts, both .sacred and 
secular, and a species of book trade in the monasteries. b 
The monks also produced original writings, religious, moral 
and historical. 
The requirement :of reading necessitated the organiza-
tion of schools in the monasteries; by the ninth century, 
nearly all monastic houses had also schools for the children 
of the neighborhood, and as time passed, many prescriptions 
concerning education were added to the Benedictine Code. 
Literary education was at first recognized and then 
emphasized until all the monasteries of repute were also 
known for the learning and education maintained. The course 
I 
· may often have lasted eight or ten years. 
Th~tibject matter of these monastic schools varied 
from time to time as Graves tells us. In the first schools 
a. 
founded by Ca.ssian, the course was of an elementary and 
, 
narrow sort and was intended~o prepare for only the bare 
1G""<J.ve.s.- /j_ H • .story. ~ fJ.uciJ.-t,~~ JJor;'-11¥ -f.!!_ )1[111Jte A1~ 
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duties of monastic life. That is, they were required to 
learn to read, in order to study the Bible; to write, 
that they might cOpy sacred books, and to oaloulate for 
computing Churoh festivals. However, the subject matter 
,, 
soon oame to be the Graeco-Roman Seven Liberal Arts, 
which included grammar, rhetoric, dialectics, arithmetic, 
I 
geometry, music and astronomy. 
Up to the twelfth century, since an acquaintance 
with Latin language and literature was essential, and as 
yet dialectics and mathematics were little developed, 
stress was laid on the study of grammar and rhetoric; 
but in the later centuries of the Middle Agee, when cogency 
in thought and argument had become all important, dialectics 
was emphasized. 
Graves also calls to mind that whil~this curriculum 
was not a broad one, the scOpe was much wider than would. 
be supposed from the~ere name of the subjeots. "Grammar• 
was simply in introduction to li tera.ture, and after gaining 
some faoility in Latin through simple proverbs, epigrams 
and fables, the pupils read some of the classic a.nd 
Christian authors themselves. The works most read seem 
to have been Vergil's Aeneid, and then, some of Terenee, 
I 
Horace, Statius, Lucan and Juvenal. 
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Tae general method of teaching was that of ~ueetion 
and answer. As an illustration of the drill of the times, 
when applied to the first word of the Aeneid, the following 
has been extracted from Priscia.n: 
"What part of speech 
"Of what sort?• 
"Of what class 1• 
"Of what gender?• 
"Why n~uter? • 
is 1 arma.'? A noun 
Common 
Abstract 
Neuter 
Because all nouns whose plurals 
end in 'a1 are neuter. 
As copies of the various books were scarce, the 
instructor often resorted t~iota.tion, explaining the 
meaning as he read, and the pupils took th, paseage down 
upon their tablets and memorized 1 t. The reading books 
preparatory to the study of 11 terature, many of which are 
still extant, were generally arranged by each teacher, and 
oareful attention was given to the etymological and literary 
study of the authors to be read~ There naturally was an 
I 
unusually large number of commentaries on Vergil. 
As to texts, the leading works upon grammar were 
. a 
written by the Roman grammarians, Donatus and Prisoia.n. 
These texts, however, were poorly adapted to boys who 
learned Latin as a foreign language, and during the twelfth 
and thirteenth centuries there sprang up a. series of 
b 
grammars, of whioh the •Dootrinale" of Alexander and the 
•Graeoismus• of Eberhard ·. were the most important. 
The new grammars de vie ed a system of syntax and, for the 
sake of memorizing, were often written in verse. Ae 
rhetoric was no longer concerned with declamation, the 
rhetorical works of Cicero and Quintilian were rarely 
used as texts on the subject, although the writings of 
these authors were not infrequently referred to as 
themselves models of the best atyle. The various 
medieval texts dealing with~he are of prose writing, in-
cluded rather a compendium of official letters, famous 
legal documents, and forme relating to daily life. 
The first reVival of learning under Charles and 
Alouin in the •est, although the weakest, is yet of vital 
importance as a first stage in the evolution of modern 
education. Narrow and technical as was the instruction 
given, a.nd brief as was the duration of the institutions 
founded, it is true that Charles was the first monarch in 
the history of Europe, if not of the world, to attempt a 
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general establishment of free primary education, as well 
as that of higher schools. Moreover, as the result of 
Alcuin'a organizing sagacity, a body of men devoted to 
teaching, as well as to learning, was formed, giving some 
degree of continuity to ed~cation down to the foundini of 
the universities. 
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The Seven Liberal Arts which embraced the studies 
constituting the curriculum of sohool education in the 
Middle Ages were an inheritance from classical antiquity. 
We are not to suppose that by the term •liberal arts• is 
meant either the whole of human kriowledge or even the 
whole of liberal culture. Their proper meaning is this, 
the oirole of disciplinary school studies which minister 
to the general education of youth preparatory to the 
higher liberal studies, oa.lled philosophy. To the Greeks, 
training in liberal arts must precede the higher culture. 
Philosophy, also, as the goal of the earlier studies is 
I 
not infrequently styled a liberal art. Thus, Aristotle 
affirms •It alone of the sciences is liberal, because it 
exists solely for its own sake, and is not to be pursued 
~ 
for any extraneous .advantage.• 
The studie.s whioh came to be recognized as liberal 
arts were grammar, rhetoric, dialeotio, musio, arithmetic, 
geometry, and astronomy. The Greeks pursued the first 
three as .preparatory studies, and the .other four 
disciplines usually followed. By the time of Cicero, 
the •artes liberales• had passed over to Rome and became 
the groundwork of the education. of the Roman gentleman. 
I West - CAJI '11 
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As with the Greeks, eo with the Romans, grammar remained 
the inevitable first study, w1 th the rhetoric and probably 
I 
dialeotios immediately following. 
The Roman civilization, and with it the education 
establiahed in the imperial schools, passed into its 
decline, partly from interior moral decay, partly by 
external barbarian assault, , and even more irrevocably 
through the supplanting power of the new ideals intro-
duced by Chrietiani ty. West describes the position 
of the Churoh toward the Arts as one of antagonism at 
a. first. This harsh opinion was gradually modified. The 
liberal arts and the ancient philosophy oame to be regarded 
with qualified approval, and it was Augustine who was 
most influential in committing the Church to a recognition 
of the arts and philosophy as suitable atudies for the 
Christian. This was accomplished on the ground that th'y 
were necessary for the understanding of the Scriptures.h 
Augustine bad been a teacher of rhetorio before his 
conversion, and a writer on seven of the arts. He 
enumerates seven a.rts a.a liberal, and nowhere does he 
recognize more than seven. Astronomy is lacking and in 
its place is philosophy. Then, follow Martianus Capella, 
with his, "The Marriage · of Pnilology and Mercury", and 
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Boethiue, who, Sandys says, was the last of the learned 
Romans who understood the language and studied the 
literature of Greece; and he was t he first to interpret 
to the Middle Ages the logical treatises of Aristotle. 
Boethius is apparently the first to use the term 
"quadrivium" to include music, arithmetic, geometry, 
astronomy, ·and •trivium" as a formal designation for 
grammar, rhetoric and dialectic. Isidore of Seville 
then gave the seven liberal arts a little room in 
' I 
what was the first encyclopedia, "Etymo~ogies". 
There was a period of darkness from the time of 
' Isidore up to Charles the Great. Bedes close friend, 
~gbert, archi~ishep of Yor~, founded the cathedral school 
there and enriched it with a great library. Aelbert, 
th~ scholasticue, or master of the school, succeeded him. 
I 
· In this school, Alcuin was trained. 
Alcuin stayed there as a scholar and later succeeded 
3-
Aelbert as master of the school. With the other nobles 
at the school, he was taught to read, write and memorize 
the Latin Psalms, then indoctrinated in the rudiments of 
grammar and other liberal arts, and afterwards in the 
I 
knowledge of Holy Scripture • 
. 
As master, he handed down to his pupils the learning 
• ..LI TI' 0 -f! Chy1s'fnn1 Scl.ools 1 'West~ Aleui ·11 at"Jia --.:;;~ ~ 
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he had received and imbued them with that desire of studying 
the liberal arts with which Egbert and Aelbert had inspired 
' . 
him. He was well aware of the precarious condition of 
learning and impressed this fact faithfully upon his pupils. 
In 782 he finally gave up his place as master of the school 
at York to establish learning in Frankland. 
The plight of learning in Frankland at this time was 
deplorable, according to West. Whatever traditions~d 
found their way from the early Galli ok chools into the 
educa tion of the Franks had long since been scattered 
and obliterated in the wild disorders which characterized 
the times of Merovingian kings. The monastic and cathedral 
schools that had formerly flourished were then rudely 
broken up, the monasteries themselves being often bestowed 
as residences on royal favorites and thus turned from a 
sacred to a barbarous use. The copying of books almost 
ceased. There had been a palace school, a centre of 
rudimentary instruction for the court, but even in this, 
studies and letters played a very inconsiderable part as 
I 
one of the incidents of court life. 
It was no easy task set lefore Alouin, for the Court 
a. 
school was not only composed of untutored minds, but embra:oed 
among its pupils the youthful princes and princesses, and at 
I ' ' -L AI ,· a ' -HII! "R 1 ~e ofl C.h..,.,s-f. l /!1."1'1 .Scluo/s. we.s.L~ , c.u "l1 ~a _ _ 
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the same time, their elders, so that it is a. great proof 
of Alou1n 1 s taotWhat he was able to interest and benefit 
such a heterogeneous circle. Hie instruction; was large~y 
·conducted by the question and answer method, Alouin ·Often 
preparing beforehand ~ueetions and answers alike. 
He had to be more than a skillful te~oher of docile 
pupils, for their awakened minds roved restlessly about· 
' . . ~ . 
from one questi on and puzzle to another, and with these 
· they plied their master assiduously, not the least· 
I 
persistent of hie questioners being the king himself. 
The plane · of Charles, however, were not reet.rioted 
to t ·he palace school. Cubberley ci t 'ee part of the pro-
clamation issue'd, by Charles in ?87, and whic~ie the first. 
. a. 
general charter of education · for the Middle\Ages. It is 
. . . 
in the form of a letter to the abbots of the different 
monasteries, reproving their illiteracy and exhorting 
them "not only not to neglect the study of letters, but 
to apply themselves thereto with perseverance", and 
especially to choose for this great work, men who are 
both able and willing to learn, and also desirous of 
.2. 
instructing others". 
Besides the common village schools, there was a 
I West" _ Alecn'-n .,_11J -the ""Fiiu. o .P (Jj,7tSitiL7'1 S chaD& 
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Cathedral School maintained which was in a sense prepara-
tory to the school of the palace • 
. The Schools were all different. The palace school 
was ~~ique for it was the chief centre of culture, a very 
rudimentary learned academy,but yet the head and centre 
of the education of the times. 
The,other schools may be divided, placing the 
monastic and cathed~al sch~ols in one class, and the parish 
or village schools in the other. The monastic and cathedral 
schools gave elementary, and in some caaes, superior 
instruction, whil~the village schools were purely element.a.ry. · 
The head of the village school was the pariah priest. The 
head of the monastic school was ite abbot, who was responsible 
to the head of his order, and thence to Rome. The head of 
the cathedral school was the soholaaticus appointed by the 
I 
bishop of the diocese. 
Instruction given at the primary schools began at 
about seven years of age. The alphabet, written on tablets 
or leaves, was learned by heart-, t-hen syllables and words 
were ·learned. The first reading book was the Latin psalter, 
and this was read and learned at first without being under-
stood, and numerous priests were content all their lives 
with the mere sound of the Latin words, which they could both 
I 
read and wri te 1 but did not understand. 
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Writing followed reading; there were two stages. 
In the first, the boys were taught to write with a 
style on wax covered tablets, imitating copies set by the 
master, and in the second, or advanced stage, they learned 
to write with pen and ink on parchment~ 
La. tin waa begun very early with the learning by heart 
of declensions, conjugations,and lists of vocables. The 
rule was to use Latin in the school in conversing, but, 
because of. the known ignorance of the clergy, it is known 
that often this was not done. In the~ leventh century, if 
not earlier, La ttn conversation was a tressed. Books in 
Latin having reference to the ordinary events of life 
were not only read, but, like everything else 1 were learned 
by heart. 
During the years devoted t·o what we now call 
secondary education, the time of the student was devoted 
.. mainly to the study of the La. tin language. Grammar, was 
regarded as the basis of all the other studies. That 
grammar, which was defined by Qu1ntilian as "the art of 
explaining poets and historians and of speaking and 
writing correctly" 1 should occupy the greater part of the 
student"a time was to be expected, ae Latin was to all a 
I -n, .. "l\'Y" Oe- (!. '!,fo redia. e.P £dvc.a.-tt~ ")f 
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foreign tongue .which they were expected to make completely 
their own. ~ 
Books were acaroe, and in the majority of cases, 
the teacher alone had a copy of the book from which he 
taught. This he dictated and the boys wrote down what 
he said on their waxen tablets, and learned it by heart. 
The boys, when they could write w1 th pen and ink, trans-
ferred what was on their tablets to parchment, and eo 
gradually wrote their own textboo.ks • 
. The youth, then, (at least after the eleventh 
century, if not before) wrote down and learned by heart 
"AesOp 1 a Fables" and collections of maxims and proverbs. 
After this, Vergil was usually the textbook a.nd was handled 
in the same style. Christian poets such as Juvencue and 
Sedulius were widely read. But even the poets were ·used 
I 
mainly for grammatical purposes. 
The master in the earlier ~tagee of the higher 
instruc~ion, Laurie says, explained the Latin authors in 
the vernacular, but the more advanced scholars had 
explanations given them in Latin, and were required to 
show that they understood the author by :rendering him in 
I 
Latin prose. The main objeot always kept in view was a 
practical command of the Latin tongue, not the study of 
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literature or art. 
Written exercises, dictamina, were regularly shown 
in both prose and verse in the more advanced classes. A 
good metrical exercise seems to have been regarded in 
the more learned schools as the highest kind of linguistic 
accomplishment. 
Rhetoric received little or no attention, according 
to Wilkins, Insofar as it was studied, it was taught by 
means of such of Cicero's writing as were known and the 
"Rhetorica ad Herennium". Th~ writing of letters and 
public documents in good form was practiced and reduced 
to a system. Young eccleeias_te looked forward t-o employ-
. - . -
ment as secretaries at royal courts and in noble houses, 
I 
hence the attention paid to the teaching of correspondence. 
There were, of course, among the monks, as among 
teachers now, e ome who bad a larger conception of their 
work than others. One of the distinguished monks had his 
pupils apply the rules of grammar to the texts they read, 
then he directed their attention to delicacies of language 
and beauty of expression, to the aptness of terms and 
metaphors, and the dis poe i tion of the argument. He 
criticized the varieties of style of different authors, 
and took advantage of allusions to give much collateral 
instruction. He also .exercised his pupils daily in 
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writing Latin prose and verse, and required them to learn 
fine passages by heart. This, it will be seen was applied 
rhetoric as well as grammar, and constitutes that which 
I 
.,,e now call training in the humanities. 
The monastic schools came~o be divided into two 
UJ 
sides, the interior and the exterior school. The former 
received only the oblati, that is, boys who were offered 
for the monastic life. The ext-erior were attended by 
boys who were not to be monks, but priests, and by those 
who were intended for secular life. In both, instruction 
was gratuitous. 
In addition to the strict enforcement of monastic 
discipline and the instruction given in the cat~dral 
school, both to candidates for religious life and to the 
laity, Alcuin was occupied in supervising the copying of 
manuscripts in the "Scriptorium", and the books that were 
made became models for copyists thereafter. The result 
of hie careful particularity in regard to punctuation and 
cZ. ' 
orthograp hy, and of his employment of a clearer and neater 
a 
form of letter, are to be seen today in most of our 
,l. 
classical manuscripts. 
In the intervals between the hours offo rayer and the 
observance of the- round of cloister life, come)hours for 
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the copying of books under the presiding direction of 
. a. 
Alcuin. The young monks file into the "Scriptorium", 
and one of them is given the parchment volume containin~ 
a work of Bede or Isidore or Augustine, or some portion 
of the Latin Scriptures. He reads slowly and clearly at 
a measured rate while all the others seated at the desks 
take down hie words, thus making a ecore of copies at 
once. Alcuin•s ·obeervant eye watches each in turn, and 
hie correcting hand pointe out the mistakes in orthography 
and punctuation. 
Alcuin defined Grammar as the "science of written 
sounds, the guardian of correct speech and writing." 
Although he enumerates twenty-six parte of the subject, 
he actually confines himself almost entirely to accidence 
I 
and etymology. 
But while his letters show us the born teacher, 
patient, considerate and indefatigable, devoted to his 
task, confident of the sacredness of his vocation, they 
give little or no detailed information as to the methods 
or results of hie labors. Thus the value of hie work is 
left to be surmised from the vigor which after hie death 
marked the schools where he had taught, and from the 
, 
achievements of his pupils or fellow laborers. 
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All in all, the success of the revival of letters 
initiated by Charles was due partly to hie own determined 
will, and partly to the skill of the men whom he called 
to his assistance. Monroe lists ita main features as 
follows; the gathering of scholars from all parts to make 
the Frankish court a model for learned ~urope; the 
rehabilitation of the Palace School; the systematic 
promotion of clerical education, and the fostering of 
teaching in both cathedrals and monasteries marked the 
first systematic effort at a real restoration of learning. 
Universities were in general a product of all that 
waa beet in the Middle Agee, but no two sprang from 
exactly the same cause. 
During the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, 
universities sprang up .throughout Europe, and by the 
Renaissance, there were at least seventy-nine of them. 
The complete name of the University is •Universitas 
Magietrorum et Scholarium", signifying a company of masters 
and scholars. When it was desired to express _ the abstract 
~l. 
notion of an academic institution, •studium generale• 
was the phrase used. This indicated a school or place 
where students from all parts of civilization were received. 
The students of each "studium generale" naturally 
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grouped themselves according to the part of the world from 
which they came, and the charters were sometimes conferred 
upon the "nationes" separately, as these organizati one had 
usually preceded the formation of the uni verai ty. The 
nations, however, soon began to combine for the sake of 
obtaining greater privileges and power. Each nation chose 
,~~ 
ita chief, the consilarius. It was his duty to represant 
the nation, guard its rights, and control the conduct of 
its members. 
On the side of the masters, the university became 
organized into "faculties". The word "faculty" was 
ori ginally used of a special department of knowledge and 
then applied to a body of masters teaching a particular 
range of subjects. Hence, there arose the four faculties 
1..'3 
of art, law, medicine and~heology. But few universities 
had the four faculties and those they possessed were very 
unequal in strength. Law was in most universities the 
' .t.~ 
leading faculty. Each faculty came to elect a "de canue", 
a dean, as its representative i~he university organization. 
The deans, together with the councilors of the student 
bodies, elected the rector, or head of the university. 
This officer, however, had only such powers as were 
I 
delegated to him. 
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The training of a medieval etuden t consisted not 
only in acquiring a knowledge of the subjects mentioned, 
but in learning to debate upon~ hem. The acqui ei tion of 
a knowledge of the subject matter was accomplished through 
lectures, which consisted of reading and explaining the 
.1" 
textbook under consideration. This was rendered necessary 
by the difficulty in purchasing or renting copies of 
manuscripts, which had to be ~ed until the invention of 
printing. .l!.:ach work c.onsis ted of a text and commentaries 
jJ. 
upon it. The glosses, which had often grown to such 
proportions as completely to overshadow the original, 
consisted of explanatory notes, summaries, erose references, 
I 
and objections to the author~ statements. 
The master must often have had to read the passage 
repeatedly in order that all might grasp it, and he 
ordinarily read slowly enough for the student to write his 
• 
commentary as a dictation. Naturally such a method afforded 
little freedom in thinking. There could be no real 
investigation but simply a slavish following of the text 
J.7 
and lecture. The whole exercise was carried on in Latin, 
which had to be learned by the student before coming t·o 
J 
the uni verei ty. 
The training in debate was furnished by means of 
I b-,.a.ves.- f..f, .::.-(;6-r~ 0 1' £cJ~~c.a.i; 6,. JJu-,!;...,1 i l. e fr/ ;JJ/e Aye~ 
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formal disputation in which one group of students was 
pitted against another. In these contests. wh i ch were 
conducted in Latin, not only were authorities cited, but 
the debaters might also add arguments of their own. This 
debating had been instituted to afford some acuteness and 
vigor of intellect, and compared with the memorizing 
of lectures, it e~erved its purpose well. By the close of 
the fifteenth century, it had gone to such an extreme 
I 
as to be no longer reputable. The aim came to be to win 
and to secure applause without regard to truth or 
efficiency, a danger which centuries before Quintilian 
had noted. 
D~epite their adherence to dogmatism and their seeming 
opposition to investigation, the students of medieval times 
. . 
did much to foster intellectual development. They were the 
greatest encouragement to subtlety, industry and thoroughness, 
and their t"endencf\t oward speculati on was primarily responsible 
for the modern spirit of inquiry and rationality. 
During the Middle Ages and at the Revival of Learning, 
Latin was the medium· of communication in science, literature, 
a. 
and politics. Consequently, it was the first and moat 
important element in education an~ supplemented by Greek 
and Mathematics, it formed the whole curriculum. In the 
' G--ra.ve~- 1-f,s'toT~ of EJ uci:"fto ")ll )J, .,.;"7f1 -the frl;rJdle A7es 
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seventeenth century, the nativ~t-ongue began to form a 
small part of the course of study. In~he eighteenth, 
this was followed by modern language, and in the nineteenth, 
by sciences. Practically all the~ime devoted to them 
was taken from that allotted to Latin and Greek. The 
position. of Latin in the curriculum of the present day 
secondary school is due primarily to trad.i tion. The 
insertion of modern language and sciences into the 
curriculum has continsd until Greek hae completely dis-
appeared, and Latin occupies about one-fift.h of the 
tot.a.l time of the secondary a chools. The cri ti os maintain 
that Latin is not a practical subject, and that the results 
of Latin teaching ar~entirely disproportionate to the 
amount of ti~e which it demands. 
In answer to this, I shall quote from addresses 
delivered by Dean Pound of the Harvard Law School, and 
by Dean Vaughan of the University of Michigan Medical 
SahOol .. These addresses, with many others, were 
delivered at the Conference on Classical Studies in 
Liberal Education held at Princeton University, June 2, 
1917. Dean Pound:fhe teacher of law6 prays for students 
of good ment.al habits who can analyze, know how to make, 
verify, and discard a series of working hypotheses as 
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those must who translate Latin and Greek at sight, who 
can see the relations of word to word, and can perceive 
that two and two make four and say so accurately, instead 
of writing pages of plausible moonshine to prove that they 
may make five. Dean Vaughan: "One cannot be a thorough 
student of any subject without g1 ving close attention 
to detail, and the inflections of noun, yerp, and adjective 
in Greek and Latin render this necessary. Moreover, with 
the close attention that the student must give to 
variations in the structure of words, he soon perceives 
that these indicate variations in shade of meaning and then 
the joy of study takes possession and leads to enthusiasm. 
Observation is sharpened, perception becomes more delicate. 
This habit of close observation, of attention to detail, 
of looking for fine distinctions and shades of difference, 
and the alertness of mind awakened in an individual by 
these habits, proves of inestimable service to the 
medical student, for the progress of medicine is determined 
largely by the accuracy and precision with which observations 
I 
are made." 
Similar testimony has been given by observers 
. .. 
representing the leading interests of modern life. This 
testimony, with only occasional variation in its degree 
1 V I of .Lie 11 1.?Lss ics. il ue Lll I.:. 
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of conviction or of emphasis on one or another factor, 
converges steadily to one main conclusion, namely, that 
classical studies are of .essential value in the beat 
type of liberal education. 
In addition to these individual testimonials, the 
results of the Classical Investigation have proved to be 
of great interest. This investigation was carried on 
throughout the two academic years 1921-1922 and 1922-1923 
in every State in the Union. The total number of 
secondary schools enlisted in the investigation is 1313, 
and the total number of pupils tested is approximately 
150,000. The total number of individual tests given is 
approximately 750,000. Thus it may be judged that the 
analysis and criticism of facts, along with results 
achieved, have been advanced with fairly close accuracy. 
It has been proven by this survey that the results 
of the study of Latin are many and varied. It achieves 
enrichment of the ~nglish vocabulary. New words are 
added, and their exact values and meanings are understood. 
· ~his survey also points out that an accurate knowledge 
of the ~nglish sentence may be obtained from the study 
of Latin. Also, the foundation is laid for modern 
language study, in particular the Romance languages. 
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The Teutonic languages are made easier by reason of 
training in foreign language. Then, of course, the 
study of Latin gi vee an insight into Roman civilization, 
its laws, customs, religion and ordinary life, with 
consequent appreciation of our indebtedness to the past. 
Habits of industry and intense application are achieved; 
clearness and accuracy of thought and expression, along 
with intelligent criticism of oral and written speech 
I 
are the result of the study of Latin,. 
As a practical subject, Latin has to do with the 
effect of the language in the cultivation of English style. 
In the English vocabulary, a very large proportion of 
\fOrds in .every day use are of Latin origin, and the 
percentage of words has been variously estimated. 
Sir James Murray, editor of the New Oxford Dictionary says, 
"the Graeco-Latin element of words in our dictionary enormously 
outnumbers the Teutonic." The Classical Investigation is 
undertaking to determine what English words are most 
common and what Latin words give the most English derivatives. 
For the correct use of synonyms in ~nglieh, and the habit 
of expressing one's thoughts clearly, concisely, and 
cogently, a discriminating knowledge of Latin derivatives 
is incliapensable, and every pupil should be given the 
(• 
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necessary foundation for it. Also, Latin literature is 
influential everywhere by allusion, by quotation, by 
I 
a.ctua.l domes t'ica tion. 
The criticism of the results of Latin teaching 
seems to have genuine foundation. The tendency of the 
helpful suggestions has been toward greater emphasis 
upon oral teaching and the testing of acquaintance with 
the language by the ability to read at _eight. It has 
been too true that the value of the exercise in trans .... 
lation, which, when done correctly, should be very great, 
has been seriously impaired by the very wide spread use 
of English translations, a practice which results in slow 
progress. Also the classes are becozning so large that 
adequate personal attention to individual students is 
practically impossible. 
Naturally, . in the teachine of any language we should 
begin with the essentials of grammar, together with 
sufficient exercises to insure the complete learning of 
the forms, and enough of the syntax to make the reading 
of simple sentences possible. Thts would be followed 
by easy reading and then by more difficult reading until 
the student acquires sufficient mastery to read with some 
ease whatever he would natUrally come in contact with. 
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This is the method which has been followed for centuries 
in the teaching of Latin. 
From a survey of the methode employed at present~ it 
is evident that a large number of teachers depend upon 
translation ae the chief method of testing the pupile 
comprehension of a reading assignment. It is also clear 
that most of the questions on syntax had for their chief 
purpose something other than clearing up difficulties in 
advance or correcting errore or otherwise helping the · 
pupil to ~omprehend the meaning of the passage. Ale9, 
very few teachers require a sentence or pasaage to be 
read aloud in Latin. The relation of this practice to 
the interpretation of the thought of the passage must be 
made much clearer to pupils if it is to awaken their 
I 
interest and affect their methods of study. 
The interest of the pupils must be aroused, if they 
are to make progress in the study of Latin. There are 
several suggestions which miBht bring about a greater 
interest in the subject. In the first place, a greater 
emphasis should be placed on the historical-cultural 
values, including more attention to the literary qualities 
of the authors read. Next, more information about the 
daily life of the Ro!llane should be included, so as to 
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provide the element of human interest. In like manner, 
there should be a comparison between the political and 
social problema of the Romans and those of the present 
day. Greater emphasis should be placed on the relation 
of Latin to Engli.eh, especially in the contribution which 
the study of Latin may make to a knowledge of ~nglieh 
derivatives and of the principles of ~nglish grammar. 
Lastly, greater emphasis should be laid upon the content 
of the Latin read and more extensive reading of th~ 
classical authors in translation. This refers particularly 
to the Greek, considering Homer's "Iliad" and "Odyssey" 
in connection with Vergil. On the whole, if Latin were 
to be taught more frequently with a view to appreciation, 
the results would be better. The methode of teaching 
should be such aa to enlist the interest of the pupil 
to the fullest extent consistent with the educational 
ends in view. Other things being equal the pupil will 
acquire more readily, retain longer, and apply more widely 
those facta and processes in which hie interest is most 
keenly aroused. Thus, questions involving the subject 
matter of a lesson and those concerning derivatives will 
be eagerly received by the pupils. There are various 
devices by which the class might be kept interested, 
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among which devices are class discussions, dramatization, 
debates, pictures and slides, and collateral reading in 
l!:nglish. 
The . methods to be employed in the teaching of Latin 
syntax should not consist of formal or fixed drill, for 
' 
this becomes mere "drudgery" to the pupil, who immediately 
' 
loses interest. It seems advisable to have the pupil meet 
each construction first in the Latin reading material 
and to have him d.evelop from the context the grammatical 
principle involved. That is to say, postpone the learning 
of a formal rule of syntax until the pupil has encountered 
the principle involved in interesting sentences built just 
to illustrate that principle and has already informally 
identified the grammatical idea and has observed the way 
in which it is expressed in Latin. A "rule" then becomes 
a formulation of hie own experience that a certain idea 
is to be expressed in a certain way. Dean Wee t of the 
Graduate School, Princton University, gives us the method 
which he, having given his life to the teaching of Latin, 
ha.s concluded is the only true way to bring Latin alive 
into our modern consciousness. "We need to start in the 
classics earlier and teach them better. We need freshening 
of spirit. Begin a couple of years earlxer and let the 
American boy learn Latin somewhat in the way the Roman boy 
• 
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of his years learned it, only more airnply. Tell him a 
Latin word or phrase and its meaning: ~ ~~ puer ~' 
etc. Use freely the Latin words that are ~nglieh and 
show their meaning: omnibus, circus, item, extra, et cetera. 
It is the living, convincing utterance which alone is 
actual speech. With this daily usage continued, the 
auditional dread of Latin, eo common now, would disappear 
and the boy would begin to get the Latin consciousness. 
' 
"This simple, conversational Latin, practice in 
writing easy sentences in the simpler constructions of 
daily speech, and keeping to thoughts and expressions 
w1 thin the sphere of boyhood, will bring a boy more 
easily and happily to the task of reading the ·serious 
literary Latin, equipped with a vocabulary that is sounding 
in his ears, a natural habit of saying and writing simpler 
Latin. 
•Grammar comes in everywhere - at first most simply 
by sorting words according to their kinde and then ·by 
moving on, one step at a time, to arrange them clearly 
under the laws of the language. Thus the boy is 
continually finding the grammar inside the used and usable 
language, instead of trying fir$t to find the language in 
I 
the grammar." 
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The firet year of Latin is the moat important work 
in the high school curriculum. This importance lies in 
the fact that the pupil is studying not Latin alone, but 
the phenornena of organic speech.. The English speaking 
child as a Latin student has many problems. Firet and 
foremost, he will be struck by the Latin forms. ~nglish 
is almost a formless language and the result is that the 
La tin student for t-he first time will have to distinguish 
between the variouspasea of the noun and th~various 
tenses and moods of the verb. This will require months 
of careful drill before the expression of case relations 
by changes in termination becomes second nature. For 
example, in an English sentence like "The man hits the 
horae with a whip•, outside of "s" in the ver~, no 
indication of meaning is given by any termination, and 
the substantives would undergo no change in form, no 
matter what change in meaning might be brought about 
by transposition. However, in Latin, the syntax would 
be expressed by a formal difference in every noun. 
Another problem is that of pronunciation. For the first 
time, the pupil comes into contact with what is 
essentially the Indo-Germanic system of sound expression, 
from which English has seriously varied. Then, there ie 
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also word order, and its possibilities in an inflected 
language .. Thus the first year Latin taxes the patience, 
the ingenuity, and the skill of even the beet of teachers. 
The main point for a teacher of first year Latin to keep 
in mind is not to try to do too much, for the)ri rs t. year 
students become easily discouraged. 
The transition from the beginner's book to Caesar 
is difficult, for word order and the various devices of 
subordination give a lot of trouble. At first, the 
teacher should assign short lessons in which attention 
is paid especially to the new constructions and the new 
words. The class should be drilled in the difference 
between Latin and ~nglish idiom, and should be required 
. . . . 
to translate at least the review passage with correct 
.J!;nglisht 
Caesar furnishes further problems. In the main, his 
narrative is simple, concrete, narrow in range of ideas 
and easily followed. But he shows a fondness for the 
insertion of speeches in indirect discourse that interrupt 
the narrative and that are usually difficult. 
In studying Caesar, due attention should be paid to 
the development of the narrative and to the Roman art of 
war. 
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During this year, much attention must be paid to 
prose composition, and as thie exercise is for the purpose 
of systemati~rammatical study, it should be done 
systematically from the beginning. The exercises should 
be graded in difficulty, and should follow a definite 
plan of syntactical development. The vocabulary should 
be that of the stage of study, and should be taken up in 
the narrative style. Since one period a week devoted to 
prose involves too long an interval between efforts, there 
should be a little daily work in proee merely to fix the 
principles more fiz·mly in mind; that is, supplementing 
the weekly prose lesson. 
Caesar ie ordinarily followed by Cioero 1 e Orationa. 
Cicero represents the highest point of Latin classical 
style. In studying hie OrationJ! ~ great deal of detail 
should be given about th,history of the later y-ears of 
the Republic, and the condition of parties at Rome. 
Vergil should be deferred until the fourth year, 
for hie writings are pure literature, and need for proper 
appreciation and enjoyment as much maturity of mind as 
can be brought to them. 
In teaching Vergil, the aims are altogether different 
from those that dominate the teaching of Caesar and Cicero. 
Since the Roman epic is purely a literary creation, stress 
. - "'I 
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should be laid as far aa possible on the lit.erary element·. 
The ancierlt mythology, the ancient life, the ancient 
morality, all claim attention; but theee are subordinate 
to the aim of Vergil, that is, the glorification of Rome. 
The pupile should also be taught. t4visualize the scenes, 
to form their own judgments as to the narrative in its 
various states, and thue to become independent in attitude. 
In many instances~ the prescribed Latin reading for 
the high school course is entirely too much for intensive 
reading. Then again, since the college entrance examina-
tions include passages fromthat required reading, many 
ta.achers worry about the necessity of covering that amount 
of work and make the mistake of striving to cover it. 
This only leads both teacher and pupil to grief. 
'!'hat the remedy for the present congestion in the 
course ie to be found in part in a reduction of content 
is indicated by the fact that an increasing number of 
individual schools are attempting to meet the situation ~Y 
reading an amount of classical Latin considerably lees 
than that prescribed in the standard course. 
The~ont.en t. of the reading .has a great deal to do 
with the stimulation of pupil interest, and for that 
reason, a freer range of reading would be rather helpful 
to the progress of teaching Latin. Many teachers would 
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like to insert selections from Nepos, Cicero's letters 
or essays and selections from Ovid, all of which would 
interest the pupil. As far as College ~ntrance require-
mente are concerned, they could do it, but' tradition 
seems to reign supreme, and they cannot break away from 
the idea that Caesar, Cicero, and Vergil mue t be taught. 
There really would be a great advantage for both 
. . . 
teacher and pupil if the content of the reading were to 
be allied n1or e closely with the in teres ta of the pupils. 
Evidently this is becoming recognized, for it has 
recently been announced that the College J:!;ntrance 
Exa~inations, beginning in nineteen hundred and twenty-nine, 
will be based on eight translation. Thus no teacher 
will feel bound to cover any definite amo~t of ground 
and will be better able to work for the real appreciation 
of the Latin language. 
--------
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SUMMARY 
In the Greek schools the method of teaching was 
that of imitation of a living or personal example rather 
than of some precept embalmed in sacred books. It was 
rationalized and gave some opportunity for the selective 
element of personality to enter in. 
The Roman education was practical, prosaic and 
utilitarian, and the home was the chief maans of training. 
The parents taught what reading, wri··hng, and simple 
calculations were needed. This education was mainly 
moral and practical, wi tb a very narrow range of 
intellectual interest·, and but li tile attempt. to secure 
mental culture. The virt.ues for which they strived 
were pietas, constantia, gravi tas, and prudentia. 
'l'he absorption of the Greek learning and culture 
by the Romans was largely aided by the fact that Rome 
had no distinct educational institutions of her own 
except possibly the ludus. In these schools probably 
the pupils were taught. only reading and writing as in 
the home, through the medium of historical anecdotes, 
ballads, religious songs, and the Twelve Tables. They 
were sometimes known as the School of the Litterator, 
. . -· 
where the literary content was somewhat extended. The 
Twelve Tables were event.ually displaced in the curriculum 
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by the Latinized Odyss~ of Andronious. 
In the elementary education the Roman boys were 
taught fire t the names and alphabetic order of their 
letters without le.arning anything in regard to their 
shape. After learning their letters the pupils seem to 
have con1mi tted all the possible combinations of syllables, 
a.nd were then taught reading and writing by means of 
exercises dictated by the master. 
There was a. great· deal of emphasis placed on train-
ing the memory of the child, by having him memorize those 
passages which contained precepts and examples of moral 
conduct. 
In the elementary schools, also. the child learned 
the fire t principles of writing, which were taught by 
guiding the hands of the pupil over letters already 
traced on a wax tablet. 
The regular course was to proceed from the teaching 
of the litterator to the higher instruction of the 
grammaticus. There was no prescribed curriculum, no 
impending examination, no State interference, and yet 
there seams to have been in practice a remarkable 
uniformity in ideals and methode. 
The effort of these schools was to secure a mastery 
of the · language and correctness of~xpression through 
• 
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familiar! ty w1 th the beat Greek and Latin authors. The 
curriculum consisted of training in grammar and literature. 
Grammar must have included all the philo~ogy that was 
known at the tim~, phonetic changes, de viations, as well 
as drill on the parte of speech, inflections, syntax, 
and practice in composition. 
Literary training was obtained by writing para-
phrases of the authors both through abbreviaticm and 
expansion of the original, by textual and literary 
cri ticiem, by commenting on the authors, and by :exercise 
in diction and verse writing. 
A sys.tematic study in writing composition was begun 
in thes~choole. For the first lessons in composition, 
the students were given Aesop's Fables to paraphrase. 
They gave the~ tories in a simple, natural way, orally 
at first, and thnn wrote them in the same etyle. As 
the boys improved in originality of thought and in 
interpretation, they were allowed more freedom in 
expressing their ideas and were permitted to write more 
elaborately • 
About the timeof the Roman conquest of Greece, a 
higher education through the foundation of schools of 
rhetoric or oratory began to grow up. 
Hellenization of the Roman training. 
This completed the 
• 
• 
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In the schools of the rhetoricians the students 
continued the work they had begun in the grammar schools. 
The study of literature was still emphasized but as a 
means .t·o an end; the objective of these schools was 
proficiency in the}art of oratory or of rhetoric. The 
aim of the · rhetor.ical sc11ool was to furnish the state 
with a perfect orator. 
Theknstructions included theoretical and practical 
training.. They carefully analyzed and memorized models 
of poetry and pro~e expression, and the modes of convey-
ing, illustrating and enforcing ideas, passing thus into 
a study of formal rhetoric. The practical work consisted 
in declamations, in a graduated aeries of compositions, 
and in a course of~essons in extemporaneous speech grad4d 
to th~growing powers. 
ln the school of theRhetor, literature was studied 
in much the same manner as in the grammar school. They 
aimed fo~a knowledg~ of the best literature, the establish-
ment of a permanent' habit of reading, and theabili ty to 
decide for themselves what was the best literature and why. 
The educational institutions of the Middle Ages were 
the direct offspring of the educational institutions of 
Greece and Rome. 
Although the episcopal schools persisted to some 
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extent, Christian education tended to find, 1 ts chief 
expression in the monastic schools. 
The subject matter of these monastic schools varied 
from time to time although the subject. mat·her soon came 
to be t ·he Seven Liberal Arts.. While the curriculum was 
not a broad one, t 'he scope was much wider than would be 
supposed from the mere name of the subjects "Grammar" 
. ... . . . . 
wa.a simply an introduction to literature, and after 
gaining some facility in Latin through simple proverbs, 
epigrams, and fables, the pupils read some of the classic 
authors themselves. The works most read seem to have 
been Vergil's Aeneid~ and then some of Terence, Horace, 
St·a t .ius, Lucan, and Juvenal. 
The general method of teaching was that of question 
and answer. 
The first revival of learning was under Charlemagne 
and Alcuin. As a result of their organizing sagacity, 
a body of men devoted to teaching, as well as to learning, 
was formed, giving some degree of con tinu1 ty to educat.ion 
down to the founding of the universities. 
The Seven Liberal Arts which embraced the e tudies 
constituting the curriculum of school education in the 
. . 
Middle Agee were an inheritance from classical antiquity. 
By the time of Cicero, they had passed over to Rome and 
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become the ground;york of the education of the Roman 
gentleman. As with the Greeks, so with the Romans, 
gTammar remained the inevitable first study,with 
rhetoric and probably dialectics immediately following. 
Besides the common village ·schools, there was a 
Cathedral School, which was in a sense preparatory to 
the school of the palace. Thefalace school was unique, 
for it was the chief centre of culture, a very rudimentary, 
learned academy,but yet the head and centre of tne 
education of the times. 
In the primary schools, the\r iret reading book was 
the Latin psalter. It was read an4earned at first 
without being understood. Latin was begun early with 
the learning by heart' of declensions, con juga tiona, and 
lists of vocables. Latin conversation was stressed, 
and books having reference to the ordinary events of 
life were not only read, but were learned by heart. 
In the secondary instruction, the time of the pupil 
was devoted mainly to the study of the Latin language. 
The master, in the earlier stages of the higher in-
struction, explained the Latin authors in the vernacular; 
but the more advanced scholars had explanations given them 
in Latin, and were required to show that they understood 
the author by rendering him in Latin prose. The main 
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object always kept in view was a practical conwand of 
the Latin tongue) not literature or art. 
All in all the success of the revival of letters, 
initiated by Charles, was due partly to his own determined 
will, and partly to the skill of the men whom he called 
to his assistance. 
The Universities were in general a product of all 
that was best in the Middle Ages. Thera arose the four 
faculities of art) law, medicine and theology, although 
but few universities possessed all four faculities. 
The training of a medieval student- consisted not 
only in acquiring the subjects mentioned,but in learning 
to debate upon them. The acquisition of the subject 
matter was accomplished through lectures, which consisted 
of reading and explaining the text book under consideration. 
The training in debate was furnished by means of 
formal disputation in which one group of student-s was 
pitted against another. In these contests) which were 
conducted in Latin, not only were authorities cited, but 
the debaters might add arguments of their own. This 
debating had been instituted to afford a·orue acuteness and 
vigor of intellect, and compared with the· memorizing of 
lectures) it served ita purpose well. 
It seems too bad that the modern methods of teaching 
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Latin do not stress the appreciation side of the language 
to a greater extent. However, 1 t would seem that. this · 
necessity is being recognized now, to a certain extent. 
Heretofore, translation has been stressed too much, that 
is to say, the translation of a. prescribed amount of 
reading. The announcement of the . Committee on College 
~ntra.nce ~xa.minations seems to give us hope for greater 
appreciation in the future, for they have done away with 
a prescribed amount of reading in a certain author and 
are to have examinations based on sight translation. 
It really looks as though Latin will be taught in a more 
interesting way in the future, with results which will 
be more favorable. 
SUPP LEMEN'rARY NOTES 
.1) 
Page 2, note 4. The perpetual presence of mn sters, 
a ccord:t ng to Xenophon, 11 best inculaa tes proper 
modesty and· di s c_ipline. rrhus we know c.' f some 
such constant atte'1.dRnt as the peda gogue. 
Page 2, note 5 . A L s~ from Xeuophon Econ. XV . 5, 'de 
have r efe1•ence to nWhHt is being dictated. 
» 
Page 4 , note 6. Althoup;h Pliny is writing nn mattGrs 
long pass1:)d by, he i s undoubtedly right when he 
concedes that the chief means of educa tiOcl was 
to be found i n the horne. 
"It was the custom of old that we 
shou.ld learn from out elders, '"lO t only through 
our ears, but through our eyes as well, what we 
should presently have to do, and by a kind of 
suceession to hand this down to our juniors. 
Each had his own fAther for an i nstructor, or 
to h im wh o had no father the oldest fl. '1d most 
illustrious citizens stood in plac~ of one. 
Ep. VIII. I, 4-6. 
-2-
Page 5, note 7 . That t he mot •·1e r d~d not give up h er s h 
share of' rule in the h_ouse, espec ial ly in the 
country , is evident from such a passage a s 
"rusticorum mas cula ~n ili tum 
proles~ Sabellis doctR ligon ibus 
versare glaebas et severae 
mRt:ris nd arbitrium recises 
port are f'ustis . 11 
I 
Horace ~.iii,! 6, 37. 
lu.tlcJs 
Page 7, note s.- ~ne Indus waa so-named - so the ~ramMarian 
I 
Festus a ssures us - les t by using some more deterr-
, 
ent word H t t endanee should b9 di sco•1raged: 
"sic Ludum dicinus, in quo 
mini me !.u.d itur . ~~ 
Page 8, note 9. As regR J•ds the heginni !l~ of the study of' 
l iterature~ we have the follovving from Suetonus , de 
1 Gram'tl~-
·-"Iaitium quOIJUB eius med iocre exstitit, si 
q111dem antiqu issimi doctorum, qui eidem et poe -
tue et semigraecae erant - Livium et Ennium dico, 
quos utraque li::1gua dor:1i forisque docuisse adno -
tatum est-nihil amplius quam Graecos lnte!•pr.:;t-
abantur, aut siquid ipsi Lati. ne compomi1.1issent 
praelogebant ." · 
Page 9, note 10. Seneca df3scribes t he method used in the 
' ', 
I I 
{ ' : l \ 
te F.C ·l~.ng of writing e.s f'ollows : 
u_Jig i ti pueroPum tenentur et aliena mGnu per 
litterarum simulacra ducuntur; deinde. 114bentur 
imitari proposita et ad illa reformare chirogra-
phum." 
qeneca Ep. 94, 51 
-3-
Page 10, note 11. In connection with t he severe discip- · 
l ine in Roman education , witness 
"Ferule.e ·cristea, sceptra paedogogorum" 
:•:I art ial X 6~, 10. 
Pa ge 12, note 12. As evidence of progression of children 
fro rn the sehool of the litt erator to the school of 
the gr>Amm~..t.ti.:..cus, we ha ve =·· 
11 p:rima crRt er n llttera toris ru.iitF.~.ter;I 
emimit, secunda grammatic! doctr>ins i n-
str ult , tertia r•hetoris armat. 11 
.Apul. Flore_. 20. 
Page 12, note 13. V e ~..r· e assured thn t the tra lning in-
volved umierstancilng of t he poets as: Ser·g. iv, p. 
,. 
486 ed. Keil. 
"Ars grammatica praecipue constitit in 
i n tellectu poetarnm . 
Page 15 , note 14. As regards the Study of Homer, Pliny, 
Ep . 11, 14, says 
"sic in f01~o pueros a centum viralibus 
causis auspicari, ut ab Homero in scholls." 
Horace, in descri hing his school days 
(Ep. ii, 2,42): - "Romae nutriri. mihi contigit st- . 
oue doceri, ~tratus Graiis quantum nocuisset J\chilles." 
Page 1?, note 15. Quintilian also mentions marking the 
ictus by snapping the fingers, 'crepitu digitorium" 
( ix, 4, 55) 
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Page 26, note 16 . "In overy monastery,n says Mont -
~lembert (vi. 136) " t h ere was estab lished .first 
a li bt•ary, then great atudlbas, wh er e , to increase 
the number o.f · b o oks, skilful calip;raphers t r ans-
cribed manuscriP.ts, anct finally, schools ope n 
to all those who had need or desire for instr•uc-
tion . " 
Page 27, nota 17. Cr·evie1• c o:1firms the idea that e very 
sub ject studied was connected somehow with reli -
gi on . 11 i\1Mt"h thought both of the king nnd of the 
sch ol,:u· who laboured ~ith him wa s to re.fer al l 
thil1~ s to J.>e l ip;lon, noth in.p; being vomsideped a s 
t ru ly useful w1,ich did not bear some relation to 
thRt end . " 
Crevie r, Hist. d~~~· de Paris~ vol. 
Pa~e 27, note 18. 'fue Seven Liheral Arts comprise the 
su ·o,;ect-ma tter, aec ordi nP> to the Gap5.tulary of' 
Ch arles the Great . 
11 Cum autem i ::-1 sacris p a g inis schemata, 
tro p l , et caetera hi s simi lis i n sarta 
inven i antur, nulli du bium est Quod ea 
unusqu:tsque l egens tan to cit-&us spirit-
u a liter intel ligit, quAnto prius in lit-
terarum mRgister•io plenius instruc tus 
.fuerit" . 
Pertz Leges I, p . 5?, 53 . 
-5-
Page 29, note 19. As further• evidence of the at tempt 
to es t nblish free primm:-y education: 
"Presbyteri per villa .3 et vico:B scholas hab-
eant et si quilibet f :ldelium suos p arvulos ad 
discendas l i tteras e is cor11r.1end are ~r..ll t, eos 
suspipere non renuant, sed cum sumr1a charitate 
eos doceant . " 
Cossart xiii 998 . 
Page 39, note 20. I n connection with the division o f 
the momRstlc schools i r1to i n t e rior and ext e rior 
schools: 
".Praefatus aenique praesul honorAbili s Fulco •..• 
duas scholas Remis, cnnonicorlb.m scilicet loci 
a ;:,que suralium cleriCOl"Um, iam pone delapsas 
T'esti tu :L t, et ev0 ca to Re ~ni.p:l o Au t is siodorens i 
:nagie,tro, libei•al1url1 o.rti um, studiis adolescontes 
clericos exer~e:r>i fecit, ipseo, e cum eis l e ctioni 
HC !!1ec.li tR tlo~i SJJ-pi en tiae operam de di t~ 11 
Plodo a rdus Chron . lib . 1v.c9 
Page 39, note 21. Alcuin's employment of a clearer and 
neeter fo:rm of lett e :r.~ i.8 further explair.ed: 
., :Poui' trsnscrire l es ma nuscri ts, 1 'ahbe de t ours 
~nit en usage le pe tit caract'Gre r ona;n, plus 
baau et p lus lisible que la pesante ecriture des 
Mero\tingiens; c'est c e qu'on n.ppe l le l'e'critur•e 
et=~.ro line . 11 
·~o nnier, p. 243. 
Page 41, note 22 . Extended. e xpl anation of' ustuduim gener-
nle" . " Hoc autem arg . potest hlnc e1ici, quod is-
tud 1 . tell igntur da ~e~erali, non de pnrticulari, 
Et dicitur• p;ener•tl. le .v QUA,.,do tr•iv:un et qundrivium, 
'rheolog:ta et sacri c nnoncs ibld.em lefl:untni'. Sed 
ee1•te ('!t; hoc putamns ad ar -r. i t rium boni judie is re~­
igendum." 
Hostiensis, in Decretalium Libro s I I , 
Venetiis, 1581 . 
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Page 42, note 23 . v··ith reference to the four facult ies , 
v.r e have 
"Hie florent arte:J coolesti s pHgi nH r•egnat 
Stant leges, lucet ius; medicine vip;et." 
De laud i bus d i vinRe s apientiee ed . 
We ight p . 452 . 
Page 42, note 24 . Law was t aught in a l est all the 
s c ho ols a s is shown in: 
'Diu viveba t pat er eorum ( Cn:rolus Ma gnus) 
cum eis felici ter et utiliter instr·uebat 
eos li ~ eral i bus disciplinis e t 1~ 1nd anis 
le~ibua . 11 
Theganus, Vi ta Hl uriovic i ·'"np . ( 835) 
Page 42, ~ote 25 . lt'rom t h o Statutes r)f 1432, 
"Habea t; unam vo~em e t unum c o··~cili~1rium," 
we get the i mpre ssion th&t eac~ nation was rep-
resel! ted b y some one i ndividual, the consilarlus. 
J:Jar;:e 43, note 26 . '::e ge t <:tn idsa c: f t .re ma.nnEn" in ;-.;hich 
t h r?. ~edievsl student acquired hi f'> su1J j t·~ c t -mHtt or 
fr ora the f ollowing p l an o.f a course o.f liivJ J. ectur ,s 
bs'· Odofr .c;dus, which. is Q1J. Ot r~d by Sa vir;ny, Cap .xxiii , 
p . 204 . 
''Fir st , I s hall g ive you summaries of 
e~ch title before I p roceed to the text; sec ondly, 
I ~hall p: iv·3 ~rou a s cl ear a1d explicit a stat ement 
a s I can of the purport of FJach Law ( i !lCluded in the 
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title); thirdl y, I shHll read the text with a 
view to corr~ecting it ; foll!'r'thly , I s hall br iefly 
r epeat th9 e onte·nts ni:' U 1eTJ2V! ; f ii'thly, I shall 
solve apparent contrad ic tions, adding any g eneral 
~ pri ncil_)les o f J.Jaw { t o be ext r a cted frb;n the Pa s-
sage), and any d i sti:-1ctions or ~mbtle ami u s e .fu.l 
probleina ( quRestio!'le s) t.=tJ'is i ng out of "Ghe l av.r \vith 
their <so l u. ti0!1S ,. ~1 S far as the n :t vine Providence 
shal l 8!lHble r1e . And if an:! TJI1Vl ::J!wll se :~m de -
se rving , by rAason of' ltn celebrity Ol' difficu lty, 
of n Rr;petl tinn, I sha l l reserve it f'or• an evon:tng 
Re:oet i t~_on .. -" 
Page 43 , note 27. The f a ct t hat a student had to k"llOW 
Latin before comi~g to t he Univ ersity is e vident 
in a Statute of P,:n•is, 1 ·132, whi ch ma.kcs -~he ab-
ility of a oetitioner to state his c a se be f ore 
. ~ 
the Rector i n Lntin, wi t hout any 'interpos ition 
of ~~rench words~, fl. test of his bon n f ide stu-
dent ship . • ., •· 
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